
Instructions for use:

The product must be evenly applied on dry and clean materials. The presence of 

water, dust o dirty matter may influence the result regarding the uniformity of the 

surface. We suggest to spread the product using a brush, cloth, sponge or through 

a gun spray. Use the right quantity that the material naturally can absorb. Then, 

after few seconds, clean (buff) the surfaces by a cleaned cloth. Any excess of 

product creates superficial glossy and sticky films, so the excess must be removed 

immediately after the application. We suggest to repeat this treatment after 10-15 

minutes from the first application. The effect of anti stain will be achieved after 24 

hours from the treatment. In case of floor application, do not walk on the surface 

before. IMPORTANT: when a surface is treated for the first time, we suggest to test 

the product on a small hidden part for testing the effect. After usage, close the tins 

well sealed.

Description:

Water-oilrepellent protective with revitalizing effect in solvent solution, with 

characteristics of resistance to UV rays, acid rain, washing with common detergents 

and solvents, protects against graffiti, breathable, non-yellowing and reversible 

through the use of a specific product.
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ROYAL FASTER

It is a very strong color enhancer, no-yellowing, with very long lasting

outdoor, resistant to acid rain and to high temperature.

Reccomended use:

Faster is the ideal product for the toning treatment of shiny, brushed, smooth 

surfaces, it highlights the natural colors of the stone material, as well as giving 

an absolute brilliance, in fact it perfectly seals the micro-cracks and the natural 

porosities present in the stone materials. Indoor/Outdoor use.



Shelf Life:

The product will last at least 2 years in the normal condition between 18-25°C, kept 

away from source of heat, humidity and sun light.

Safety Rules:

It is a chemical product. Please read the safety data sheet before usage and the rules 

written on the label on the tins/drums.
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Technical data:

Density at 25°c gr/ml: 0,95

Aspect: liquid

Standard colour: transparent/opalescent

Quantity to be used: normally with 1 litre is possible to treat 20-30 square 

meters of stone. The consume depends a lot from the porosity of the material.

Plus:

VERY STRONG 
COLOR ENHANCER

RESISTANT TO 
HIGH TEMPERATURE

INDOOR/
OUTDOOR

VERY LONG LASTING
 OUTDOORNO YELLOWING

RESISTANT TO 
ACID RAIN


